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Point location in Delaunay triangulations is one of the classical problems of Computational
Geometry. There has been some related research done in the past, partly due to that Delaunay
triangulation is a popular planar subdivision used in real applications. Several algorithms for point
location in Delaunay triangulations have been proposed, with or without additional data structures.
The latter use no additional data structures [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and can be classified as sublinear
geometric algorithms (for random Delaunay triangulations). Lawson’s Oriented Walk (Lawson’s
Walk for short, which starts with a random edge e = ab and in △abc, where c, q are on the same
side of e, it picks one of the other two edges if it separates △abc and the query point q, and then

repeats this process until the triangle containing q is found) [6] and the Jump and Walk [3, 7] are

two of the most famous such sublinear geometric algorithms. Jump and Walk has been used in
important software packages like CGAL, Triangle and X3D Grid Generation System. However, a
formal proof of Lawson’s Walk’s performance in random Delaunay triangulations is still elusive.
On the other hand, various walking schemes of the straight walk (which starts from a random
edge e = ab and walks from the mid-point of it to q, triangle by triangle, until the triangle containing
q is found), like orthogonal walk, have been practically investigated [4]. In theory, the performance
of the straight walk (and with random sampling to have a closer edge to start with, i.e., Jump and
Walk) in 2-d random Delaunay triangulations has been well analyzed. The straight walk takes an
√
expected O( n) time in a random Delaunay triangulation of n vertices; and the Jump and Walk
algorithm would take an expected O(n1/3 ) time [3, 2]. This motivated us to analyze the performance
of Lawson’s Walk on 2-d random Delaunay triangulations, which is still open.
We plan our research in two ways. First of all, in some previous failed attempt to prove the
performance of Lawson’s Walk, an inductive idea was used. So, we first try to investigate whether
∗
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this inductive idea can be applied to a regular Delaunay triangulation. We show, mainly through
√
induction, that in such a large grid with n vertices, Lawson’s Walk does take O( n) time. On the
other hand, the difficulty of analyzing Lawson’s Walk in random Delaunay triangulations is that its
trajectory could be very different from the corresponding straight walk. Therefore, we try to test
empirically how far away Lawson’s Walk can deviate from the straight walk. We summarize our
theoretical results as follows:
Theorem 1 Let R be a regular triangular grid with n vertices over a regular triangular domain.
Let s ∈ R be the first triangle visited by Lawson’s Walk and let u ∈ R be the triangle containing the
query point q (wlog, assuming q is always a center of some regular triangle in R). Then Lawson’s
Walk returns a shortest path from the center of s, c(s), to q in the dual hexagonal mesh H.
Corollary 1 In a regular triangular mesh R of n vertices within a regular triangular domain, Law√
son’s Walk takes O( n) time to locate a query point q.
Proof. We show that that the regular hexagonal mesh H is a planar spanner, i.e., the length of a
shortest path between two vertices x, y on H, δ(x, y), is at most 1.5 times the Euclidean distance
√
d(x, y). As the segment xy crosses O( n) regular triangles in R, the shortest path from x to y on
√
H also crosses O( n) regular triangles in R — one unit length of δ(x, y) on H implies one extra
⊓
⊔

regular triangle visited in R by Lawson’s Walk.
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